SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2328  Bennett, J  Primary election, 2001-changes date

Bills Introduced:

S2302  Ciesla, A  Candidates’ residency status-challenges  REF SSG
S2303  Cafiero, J/Kosco, L  Street gang law enforcement;$250K  REF SLP
S2304  Cafiero, J/Sinagra, J  Bus owners, cert.-deduct fed self-emp tax  REF SCM
S2305  Zane, R/Kosco, L  Domestic viol. prog.;$2.2M  REF SWF
S2306  Zane, R/Allen, D  Earned Income Tax Cred prog-income limit  REF SBA
S2307  Robertson, N  Police office, cert.-hiring preference  REF SCU
S2308  Robertson, N  Prof. boxers-concerns exams;$100K  REF SLP
S2309  Inverso, P/Allen, D  Sch. dist., extraordinary growth-St aid  REF SED
S2310  Allen, D/Cardinale, G  Credit cards, unsolicited-proh. delivery  REF SCM
S2311  Sacco, N/Allen, D  Unsafe crossings-DOT identity  REF STR
S2312  Mastrangelo, N/Turner, S  RR Prot. and Vandalism Prev. Act  REF STR
S2313  Sacco, N/Turner, S  RR rights-of-way-prov. safety zones  REF STR
S2314  Kyrillos, J/Kenny, B  Corp. bus. taxpayers-modify allocation  REF SEG
S2315  Kenny, B/Bucco, A  Mercury thermometers-bans sale  REF SEN
S2316  Turner, S  Propyl nitrite-drunk driving statute  REF SLP
S2317  Turner, S  Housing auth.-report cert. info.  REF SCU
S2318  Matheussen, J/Kosco, L  Juv. offenders-allows co. jail placement  REF SJU
S2319  Adler, J  Hist. prop. rehab.-cert tax incentives  REF SEN
S2320  Bennett, J  Safety prof., cert.-proh. advertising  REF SCM
S2321  Bennett, J  St. park/wildlife mgmt-operational audit  REF SEN
S2322  Kyrillos, J/Robertson, N  Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act  REF SCU
S2323  Bucco, A  Bingo proceeds-capital improvements  REF SLP
S2324  Cardinale, G/Bennett, J+1  Special Civil Part, cert. fees-clarifies  REF SJU
S2325  Ciesla, A  Unsafe intermodal equip.-proh. tendering  REF STR
S2326  Vitale, J/Gormley, W  Kidnapping-elim. statute of limitations  REF SJU
S2327  Vitale, J  PERS, TPAF-improves computing formula  REF SSG
SJR33  Martin, R  Constit. Language Review Comm-estab.  REF SSG
SR101  Bennett, J/Ciesla, A  Hudson Riv. Superfund-supports  REF SEN
SR102  Rice, R  Greystone replacement-develop policy  REF SSV
SR103  Connors, P/Ciesla, A+3  Shore prot. fding-Cong. not reduce  REF SEN

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S1647 Scs (SCS)  Martin, R  St.-operated sch. dist-concerns bd of ed  FROM 2RS
S2225  Cardinale, G  Tort Claims Act-amends  FROM SJU
Co-Sponsors Added:

S943   (Kosco,L)
S1562   (Kosco,L)
S1857 Scs (SCS)   (Vitale,J)
S2260   (Cardinale,G)

Note to the March 29, 2001 Legislative Digest:

Co-Sponsors Added:

S2299   (Singer,R) *not* Zane,R

The Senate adjourned at 5:00 P.M. to meet on Monday, April 23, 2001 (SESSION).

ASSEMBLY ACTION

The Assembly did not meet. The Assembly will meet on Monday, April 23, 2001 (SESSION).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (4/19/2001):

P.L.2001, c.60.   S84 Zane,R/Allen,D+6  04/19/2001 Sexual assault, minors-modify statutes
P.L.2001, c.61.   S1372 Scs (SCS)   Kyrillos,J/Palaia,J+12  04/19/2001 Hunger Prev./Nutrition Asst Prog Act;$5M
P.L.2001, c.63.   S1878 Allen,D/Robertson,N+5  04/19/2001 Open space acquisition proj.;$40.440M
P.L.2001, c.64.   S1881 Kenny,B/Baer,B+8  04/19/2001 Open space acquisition proj.-urban aid
P.L.2001, c.65.   S2097 Kyrillos,J/McNamara,H+9  04/19/2001 Pupil transp.-concerns
P.L.2001, c.66.   A2318 Aca (1R)   Charles,J/Lance,L+9  04/19/2001 Hudson Cradle-DHS;$350K
P.L.2001, c.68.   A2549 Aca (1R)   Kelly,J/Geist,G+3  04/19/2001 Real estate promotions-concerns
P.L.2001, c.69.   S1587 ScsSa (SCS/1R)   Gormley,W/Cafiero,J+24  04/19/2001 Driv. while intoxicated-concerns
P.L.2001, c.70.   S1339 Aca (1R)   Ciesla,A/Allen,D+2  04/20/2001 Underground storage tank removal-grant